
REMARKS ON A THEOREM OF E. J. McSHANE1

B. J. PETTIS

In a recent paper E. J. McShane [3]2 has given a theorem which is

the common core of a variety of results about Baire sets, Baire func-

tions, and convex sets in topological spaces including groups and

linear spaces. In general terms his theorem states that if J is a family

of open maps defined in one topological space Xi into another, X2,

the total image JiS) of a second category Baire set S in Xi has,

under certain conditions on J and S, a nonvacuous interior. The

point of these remarks is to show that his argument yields a theorem

for a larger class than the second category Baire sets. From this

there follow slightly stronger and more specific versions of some of his

results, including his principal theorem, as well as a proof that if S is

a subset of a weak sort of topological group and S contains a second

category Baire set, then the identity element lies in the interior of

both S~1S and SS^1. There is also at the end an extension of Zorn's

theorem on the structure of certain semigroups.

In a topological space X let the closure and interior of a set E be

denoted by E* and E° and the null set by A. For any set S let 7(S)

= U [G| C7 open, Gi^S is first category] and TT(S) =X — IiS), and

let IlliS) be the open set 77(S)on7(X-S). By a fundamental

theorem of Banach [2], SP\7(S)* is first category and hence S is

second category if and only if 7/(S)°?iA. From these we note that if

A7 is a non-null open subset of IlliS), then N—S is in the first cate-

gory set iX — S)CMiX — S), and NC\S cannot be first category since

N is non-null open and disjoint with 7(S). This gives us the follow-

ing lemma.

Lemma 1. For any non-null open subset N of 11 IiS), the sets N—S

and Nf~\S are first and second category respectively.

We recall that S is defined to be a Baire set in X if iS-G)KJiG-S)

is first category for some open set G; an equivalent condition is

IIiS)°EIiX-S), or 77(S)° = TT7(S).
Definition. 33(X) is the family of all second category Baire sets in X.

A set S is in 31 (X) if and only if S contains an element of 33 (-X").
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1 This paper was written under Contract N7-onr-434, Task Order III, Navy

Department (The Office of Naval Research).

2 Numbers in brackets refer to the references at the end of the paper.
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Any member S of %(X) is characterized by 7(AT-5)2)77(5) MA

or by 777(5)= 77(5) "^A. A characterization of the class SI (X),

which is generally larger (for example, when X is the reals), is given

by the following lemma.

Lemma 2. 5G3I(AT) is equivalent to each of these: (1) 777(5) ^A, (2)

there is a non-null open set N such that N—S is first category and Nf^S

is second category.

If 5GSIW, let BE%(X) with BES. The latter implies 77(5)°
DII(B)0 and I(X-S)DI(X-B) and hence 777(5)3777(5) ^A.
When (1) holds, the set N = III(S) satisfies (2) by Lemma 1 above.

When (2) is true, let B = Ni~\S. Then B is second category and differs

from the open set N only on the first category set N—S; thus

BE%(X).
Now let Xi and X2 be topological spaces and J= [/] a non-null

family of functions defined in Xi to X2 where the domain of defini-

tion Df of each / is open in Xi and each / is open on its domain to

X2, that is, maps open sets into open sets. For any sets EiCATi

and E2EX2 we shall write 7(£i) for the set \J\f(Eir\Df)\fEF] and

J~1(E2) for the set of all xG^i such that/(x) is defined and in E2 for

some fEJ-
For any pair of sets So and N in Xi consider these conditions on

So, N, and J: (i) 5o?£A and SaEDf for each/G7; (ü) N is open and

AO50; (iü) f(NC\D})EJ(So) for each fEJ. We note that (iii) is
equivalent to the following: (iii') yEJ(N) implies S0r\J~1(y) ^A.

The essential proposition in McShane's theorem can be stated as

follows.

Lemma 3. When J, 50, and N satisfy (i), (ii), and (iii), J(S0) is
non-null and open.

For (following McShane) if U=\}ff(NP\Df), then from the original

assumptions on J clearly U is open in X2, and UEJ(So) from (iii).

By (i) and (ii) on the other hand, SoED/f~\N for each/ and hence

J (So) C U. And 7(5o) 5^ A since 50 and J are nonvacuous and SaEDf

for all/.

Now suppose these are true for two sets N and 5 in X\\ (i')

A^Nf^SED, for all / in J; (ii') AT is open. If we set S0 = Nr\S

clearly (i) and (ii) hold; hence we have the following lemma.

Lemma 4. If J, S, and N satisfy (i') and (ii') and also either (iii) or

(iii') with So — NC\S, then J(N(~\S) is a non-null open set.

Obviously (iii') is true for S0 = Nf\S if Nnsnj-1^) is second
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category for each yEJiN); and the latter clearly holds whenever

N — S is first category and the following is true: (iii") yEJiN) im-

plies NHiJ^iy) is second category. Lemma 4 now gives us the fol-

lowing lemma.

Lemma 5. JiNC\S) is non-null and open whenever J, S, and N satisfy

(i'), (ii'), and (iii") and N—S is first category.

From Lemmas 1 and 5 we have immediately the following theorem.

Theorem. JiNi^S) is non-null and open provided that N is a non-

null open subset of 11 IiS), that D/Z)SC^N for each f in J, and that

(iii") is satisfied.

In view of Lemma 2 the theorem is concerned with and only with

elements S of 31 pfi). When S is in the more restricted class 53 (Xi),

that is, when 777(S) =77(S)0?£A, the following slightly sharper

version of McShane's theorem results on taking N to be 77(S)°.

Corollary 1. 7/SG23(Xi), if D/DSÍMIÍS)0 for eachfinj, andif
77(S)°ny-1(y) is second category for each yEJiN), then 7(S)

=JiSr\IIiSy)\JJiSr\IiS)*) where 7(Sr\77(S)°) is non-null and
open in X2 and SH7(S)* is first category in X\.

Now let X be a group having a topology in which xy is continuous

in each variable and let e be the identity element. We recall the

following properties of the function 77(E) in any topological space

[2, pp. 46-47]: (a) 77(E) is always closed, 77(77(E)) = 77(E), and
77(£)C77(F) when ECF; iß) (77(E)°)* = 77(E)CE*; (7) for any
open set G, 77(GnEn77(£)°)DGn77(E); and (5) for any homeo-

morphism <p in X, 77((/>(£)) =0 (77(E)).

Corollary 2. Let R be second category in X and SG3I(X). Suppose

G and H are open and GH77(P) ^A^i7P\777(S). If we set A =Gi\R
r\II(R) and P=77PiSn777(S), it follows that A~lB and BA~X are

non-null open subsets of P_1S and SP_1 respectively.

For each aEA define/„(x) =a~lx for all x in the non-null open set

N = HÍMIIiS) and set J= \fa]. Since GH77(P)^A it follows from
(7) above that A ^A. Thus J is non-null, each /„ is open on its open

domain, and DfaDSi\N = B for each/0. If it is shown that NHJ-^y)

is second category whenever yEJiN), the theorem is applicable and

JiNC\S) =JiB) =A-!B is a non-null open subset of P-1S. U yEJiN),
then y = a-1x for some aEA and xGAf, and J~1iy)=Aa~1x. Hence

77(7-1(y))=7704a-1x)=77G4)fir,x by (i) above; since 77(^1)D^
by (7)1 it follows that 77(7-1(y))3x. Then, since N3x and is open,
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Nr\J~1(y) must be second category. A similar proof, setting fa(x)

= xa_1, establishes the theorem's other assertion.

Taking G = H=X we have the following corollaries.

Corollary 3. Let 5G2I(^0- If R is second category then [R
r\II(R)]-l[Sr\III(S)] and [SíMII(S)] [RíMI(R) J-1 are non-null
open subsets of R~XS and SR"1 respectively.

Corollary 4. If S E 21 (X) and i?-1 is second category the sets RS and

SR have non-null interiors.

Corollary 5. When SE*ñ(X) it follows that eE(S-1S)°r\(SS-1)0.

Corollary 6. If S is a subgroup and 5G2IP0, then S = S° and hence,

since S is a subgroup, S = S*.

Corollaries 4 and 6 are slight extensions of results of McShane and

Banach [3]. Corollary 5 for a more restricted X is in another paper

[4].

Corollary 7. Suppose E~l is second category in X whenever E is

second category. If R is second category and 5G21P0, then

(1) [Pn77(P-1)-1][5P\777(5)]  and  [S C\ III(S)][R H 77(P-1)~1]

are non-null open subsets of RS and SR respectively, and

(2) II(R)III(S)* E ((RS)0)*    and   III(S)*II(R) E ((SR)0)*-

Conclusion (1) results immediately from Corollary 3 since P_1 is

second category. To establish (2) let C = Rr\II(R~1)-1 and D = 5

H777(5), and note that (1) implies that C*D*E(CD)*E((RS)0)*
and D*C*E((SR)°)*. It is thus sufficient to show that II(R)EC*

and III(S)ED*. The latter follows from (7) above; for on setting

G = 7(X-5) and E = S therein we have 77(D) D777(5) and hence

7>*D 777(5). For the former, consider any open set N intersecting

II(R). The set Ni^R is second category and hence (Nr\R)_1 is a

second category subset of Rr1. From this it follows that (Ni^R)'1

P\77(P_1) ^A, for otherwise (Ni^R)^1 is in the first category set

R-1ÍM(R-1). Taking inverses we have A^Nr\RiMI(R-i)-ï = N

C\C, proving that II(R)EC*.

When SE%(X) the terms 777(5) and 777(5)* in Corollary 7 can

be replaced by 77(5)° and 77(5), and hence in particular 77(5)2

C((52)0)*. If also 5 is a semigroup, that is, 52C5, then 77(5)2C (5°)*.

It may also be remarked that the first assumption in Corollary 7 is

weaker than that of assuming x-1 to be continuous in x, as is shown by

the reals with intervals a = x<6 as neighborhoods.
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Lemma 6. For any sets R and S in X let T(P, S) = 77(E) S*UE*77(S)
U 77(P)77(S*) W 77(E*)77(S) owá A(P, S) = 77(P)S* U E*77(S)
W77(E)77(S). F«e» (PS)*Z)77(PS)Dr(P, S)DA(P, S)D77(E)77(S).

For any sGS and rGP we have 77(P)í = 77(Ej)C77(PS) and
r77(S) = 77(rS)C77(ES), so that 77(E) SUE77(S)C77(ES). Since
77(PS) is closed and ¿*E*C04E)* for any ^4 and P, it follows that
77(E) S*UE*77(S) C77(PS). Moreover 77(77(£)) = 77(E) for any £;
hence 77(ES) = 77(77(ES))D77(77(E)S*)W77(E*77(S)). But from
what has already been shown we have 77(77(E)S*)D77(77(E))(S*)*
U77(E)*77(S*) = 77(E)S*U77(E)77(S*), and similarly 77(E*77(S))
D77(E*)77(S)UE*77(S). Thus 77(ES)Dr(E, S). The rest is ob-

vious.

From this it is clear that 77(S2)Dr(S, S)DA(S, S)D77(S)2 for
any S. Another consequence is the following corollary.

Corollary 8. Suppose £_1 is second category whenever E is second

category. If R is second category, SG53(AT), and SZ)RS*USR, then

(s°)* d 77(E)[r(p, s) w r(s, R)] u [r(p, s) u r(s, R)]iiiR).

Clearly (S°)*D((PS)0)*, and from a remark after Corollary 7,

( (PS) °)*D 77(E) 77(S). At the same time, obviously 77(S)D77(PS)
U77(SP), where 77(PS)Dr(P, S) and 77(SP)Dr(S, P) by Lemma
6. Thus (S°)*D77(E) [r(E, S)Ur(S, P)]. Similarly, (S°)*D((SP)0)*
D[r(S, R)\JT(R, S)]77(P). _

When Si is a semigroup, this has obvious consequences, first when

SiGS3(Z) and E = S = Si and second when Si is in S3(Z) and R = S^

and S = X — Si. These together imply Corollary 5 of [3].

Lemma 7. For any subset S of a topological space X these conditions

are equivalent: (1) S ¿5 a Baire set, SC77(S), and X — SEHiX — S);

(2) the equalities (i) S° = 77(S)0 = (S*)° = 7(Z-S) and (ii) S* = 77(S)
= (S°)* = 7(X —S)* are true; (3) equalities (i) aw¿ (ii) AoW wÂe« S and

X — S are interchanged.

Taking complements in (i) and (ii) yields (ii) and (i) with S and

X—S interchanged; thus (2) and (3) are equivalent. Concerning

(1) and (2) we note that by iß) above SC77(S) is equivalent to

(4) S* = 77(S), that Z-SC77(Z-S) is equivalent to (Z-S)*
= 77(X-S), that is, to (5) S° = HX-S), and recall that S is a Baire

set if and only if (6) 77(S)°C7(Z-S). Obviously (2) now implies

(1). Conversely, (1) implies (4), (5), and (6), where (6) implies (7)

77(S)C7(X-S)* since 77(S) = (77(S)0)*. From (4), (7), and (5) we

have  S* = 77(S)C7(X-S)* = (S0)*;  since  (S°)*CS*.   (ii)   follows.
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Taking interiors in (ii) yields (5*)0 = 77(5)°=(7(X-5)*)0; since

(I(X-S)*)° = ((X-II(X-S))*)°= (X-II(X- S)°)° = X- (II(X
-S)°)* = X-II(X-S)=I(X-S) and (5) holds, (i) now follows
also.

Lemmas 6 and 7, which are independent of the other lemmas and

corollaries, provide the following mild extension of Zorn's theorem

on the structure of a semigroup 5 when 5 is a Baire set such that 5

and 5_1 are second category at e [l, pp. 157-158; 3, Corollary 6].

Theorem. Suppose S is a Baire set and SZ)RS or SZ>SRfor some

R such that II(R)mfMI(R-1)"3e for some m and « = 1. Then (2) and

(3) of Lemma 7 are true.

Suppose 5Z)P5. From Lemma 6 and the definition of A(R, S), 5*

DII(S)DII(RS)DA(R, S)DII(R)S*, so that S*DII(S)DII(R)S*.
Multiplying by 77(P)* we have II(R)kS*DII(R)k+1S*, and hence
S*DII(S)DII(R)kS* for any jfcfel. When eEH(R)m, it is then clear
that 5*377(5)DS*, or 5* = 77(5). Since SDRS implies X-S
DR-^X-S), we also have (X-S)* = II(X-S) in case eG77(P-1)"

for some w^l. A similar proof applies when S^SR. Thus our hy-

potheses here imply (1) of Lemma 7, and the present conclusion fol-

lows.
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